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Abstract. We prove the theorem: If R is a ring whose right ideals satisfy the

double annihilator condition with respect to a semisimple right Ä-module W ,

then every right ideal is an intersection of maximal right ideals, consequently

R is a right V (for Villamayor) ring, and W is then necessarily a cogenerator

of mod- R . (The converse is well known.) We use this to give a new proof of

a theorem of ours on right Johns rings.

Introduction

A ring R is a right V ring provided that R satisfies the f.e.c.'s:

(VI) Every simple right i?-module is injective.

(V2) Every right ideal / of R is an intersection of maximal right ideals,

equivalently, R/I has zero Jacobson radical, i.e., rad(R/I) = 0.
(V3) Every right Ä-module M has zero Jacobson radical, i.e., rad M = 0.

Proof. See [Fl], p. 356, Proposition 7.32A.   D

If IT is a right .R-module, we say that W satisfies the double annihilator
condition (= d.a.c.) with respect to right ideals provided that

/ = ann/j ann^I

where ann^S denotes the annihilator of a subset S of R in W, and dually

for ann^S for a subset S of W.

A CHARACTERIZATION OF   F-RINGS

We now state the new characterization of F-rings.

F-Ring Theorem. A ring R  is a right  V-ring iff some semisimple right R-

module satisfies the d.a.c. with respect to right ideals.

Proof. Sufficiency. It suffices to prove that every right ideal of / of R is the

intersection of maximal right ideals. Let M = annwI. Then by the d.a.c.

(1) /=  Pi annRm-
meM
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Since mR is a semisimple J?-submodule of finite length, then

(2) mR = vxR®---®vnR

where v¡ £ W and v¡R is simple, i = 1, ... , n . Write

(3) m = vxax + --- + vna„

where a¡ £ R, i = 1, ... , n ; and let

71

(4) H = p| ann/ji;,a,.
i=i

We assert that

(5) H = annRm

is the intersection of maximal right ideals. For if n;a¡ ^ 0, then w,a,i? = u,7î

is simple, and since

VjR « R/(annRv¡at),

then ann^a, is a maximal right ideal, hence H is the intersection of maximal

right ideals.
Next we show that (5) holds. Obviously, ann^m D H. To prove the reverse

inclusion, note that if r £ annRm , then

vxaxr +-\-vnanr = 0.

By (2), then v¡a¡r = 0, hence r £ ann^a, for all i, that is, r £ H, so (5)

holds.
Since (4) is the intersection of maximal right ideals, then so is ann^w,

whence / by (1).
Necessity. If R is a right F-ring, then the direct sum W of a complete

isomorphic set of simple right /?-modules is a minimal cogenerator of mod -R .
(See, e.g., [Fl], p. 167, Proposition 3.55. There is a misprint in this proposition;

cf. [F2].) Furthermore, every cogenerator W satisfies the d.a.c. with respect to

right ideals. (Hint: if / is a right ideal, then R/I embeds in a direct product
W" of copies of W, say h : R/I »-► Wa. If h(l + I) = (w¡) £ Wa, then

/ = annR{Wi}i€a .)   D

Corollary. If a ring R satisfies the d.a.c. with respect to a semisimple right R-

module W, then W is a right cogenerator of R.

Proof. R is a right F-ring, so every simple right .R-module V is injective, so it

suffices to show that W contains a copy of each such V . But V « R/M, where

M<R, and by the d.a.c, M = annjjiu for some w £ W. Since wR ?» V, we
max

have V <-> W as needed.

F-M Theorem 2.3 ([F-Ml]). If R is a right Johns ring (= right Noetherian and
every right ideal is a right annihilator), then R/J is a right V-ring, where J is

the Jacobson radical.

Proof. Let W = soc R . Then

(*) j = ̂ w=w^-

is nilpotent and

(**) W = J± = ±J
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where " X " denotes an annihilator in R on the appropriate side. (See [F-M],
Lemma 2.2.)

By the fact that RR satisfies the d.a.c. with respect to right ideals, and using

(*) and (**), one sees that right ideals of R containing /, hence right ideals
of R/J, satisfy the d.a.c. with respect to the semisimple module W. Then by

the F-Ring Theorem, we see that R/J is a right F-ring.

Corollary. If R is such that W = ^J is a semisimple right R-module and every

right ideal containing J is a right annihilator, then R/J is a right V-ring.
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